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About This Game

The legendary Sky Kingdom suddenly appears and a destructive barrage is unleashed upon an unsuspecting town. Play as the
Fairytale Detective and embark on an investigation to rescue the townspeople. In this quest, you will meet Jack - an infamous

treasure hunter who shares a secret past with the Kingdom - and discover the tragic history behind the chaos.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Uncover the legendary Sky Kingdom
Adventure with Jack to rescue his fiancée

Breath-taking storyline and challenging gameplay
Bonus Gameplay – Rumpelstiltskin

Expertly crafted wallpapers and more!
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I started playing this game several years ago, long before it came to Steam. It really is the best simultion of tennis available for
the PC, and the developer is very responsive to the users. I know that he's committed to adding features and improving the
game, so I anticipate many good things to come.. The Persian Nights is a cute game, quite short and not challenging at all. The
puzzles are easy, HO scenes are insignificant addition to the game and you will probably not even notice them. There is no diary,
no lore, no additional info, no bonus chapter. I can recommend it for the younger players but only if it's on sale. It is not worth
the full prize. Comparing to the other HOG games it's very simplistic, both the gameplay and the story. The only reason why I
am recommending it is I did enjoy playing it as a fun, short break from other games. Don't get your expectations too high,
unless you are twelve. If you are looking for an intelligent, demanding puzzle solving game, this is not it. If you’re looking for
challenging HO game, this is not it. If you are looking for fascinating story with a twist, this is not it. A little bit of clicking,
some listening and the game is over.. Imagine Portal and Gone Home hooked up and had a kid. Moon and Silent Running did,
too.

Imagine those kids met and fell in love playing Digital: A Love Story. That grandkid would be Verde Station.

Based on that lineage, I thought I was going in with pretty clear notions of what to expect, one of them being the paradoxical
expectation of the unexpected. In spite of that, I was genuinely surprised by twists and turns in the narrative within 15 minutes.

I was not expecting to see an ending in under two hours. Those seeking a game to play moreso than a space to explore or a narrative
to unravel will probably get there sooner, and probably be disappointed- there are other Steam reviews that claim to have finished
in 20 minutes. But Verde Station seems clearly designed for multiple playthroughs. Exposition via recursion. Nothing here is as it
seems, including the fade to black. The narrative IS the game.

At this juncture, all I can definitively say is those two hours have left me itching to go back, and as a fan of these experiential
setting-sims, that's worth my recommendation.

If you are the type to embrace "walking simulators" because the term "game" is more of a pigeonhole, keep this one on your radar..
My last five deaths:

Set off my own lightning-death land mine I'd placed and forgotten about
Freezing myself solid in front of a hungry ogre
Bouncing a death beam off an enemy shield and exterminating myself on the ricochet
Summoning rock directly above my own head
Casting "Meteor Storm" in a confined space. Hello charlotte is a cross between a visual novel and a RPG, and is very story focused.
It follows Charlotte Wiltshire, the 'tenants' of her home, aliens who showed up at different times when Charlotte was younger, and
her Charlotte's friend, Anri. Most of the game takes place at Charlotte's school where there is a lightly implemented battle mechanic,
which is about socalizing instead of fighting. The story is wonderful and interesting the entire way through, it hooks you and just
refuses to let go. The characters are all interesting and have lots of personality, they are also visually striking and the designs are all
very attractive. The art as a whole is really good. The music all ties in to the story and setting very well and the soundtrack sounds
good on its own.

In conclusion, everything above makes this game one of the best I've ever played, and at this price its basically like you're stealing it.

And if it matters to you, the game is also very easy to run.. This is how you do a sequel. The budget is much higher (apparently 10x
higher), there is a woman dating coach as well for a woman's touch, and a more diverse range of circumstances and advice.

The funny options are also way funnier to watch too.. If you have ANY taste in music, and are anything above entry level in guitar
DO NOT PURCHASE. Its SOME of the most popular songs over the last 4 years, stuff you hear 3 times a day on your local FM
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pop station. All the songs ARE 4 chords (basic open/minor chords) and offers an intermediate player Nothing in terms of skill.

I DO reccomend this to beginners who like pop music from the last couple years... but for most guitar players looking for something
to gain, save the money, go to the local music shop, AND BUY A TAB BOOK :)
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You have 6 weeks to build up your characters for the arrival of The Yawg, then you will have to pick a role for your characters
that will best help the city. Everthing about this game is stunning. The concept is simple but very enjoyable and the music is
simply amazing. This is a great game to play with friends, but can easily be enjoyed on your own.. Best experienced in VR.. This
is much better than the second episode, and the detective system actually works. It's still a bit annoying that the ending is
determined by a completely arbitrary choice, but it doesn't affect the rest of the game so I don't mind too much.
The story, characters and setting are very compelling. This was also true for the other games but here these aspects are given
more attention, and the detective system doesn't ruin everything else like in Kansei. I also really like the artwork.
So if you were put off by the second game, do consider playing this one, as it has the best of the first two games: a detective
system that makes sense, and more attention given to the advancement of the overall story and character development.. I've
spent way too much time playing this game..... The game only has under 10 minutes of play available. It ends as soon as you
complete activating the medbay chamber stating that the game is locked until the next patch. It also states that you can use the
rts system in the control room, however, that also does not work.
The video is totally misleading into content that is not available. This game is not even ready for early access criteria and should
not be for sale.
In the discussions area there is a post debating if this is a re-release of a failed game back in 2015 called Crafty. Developer
commented on it , but I am not real sure as to the outcome of this debate. Buyers beware!
What is playable looks great and could very well be a great game once more is released, but as of right now it appears that the
dev team needs funds to move forward ( if they are even able to as this may be code from another game that they are not able to
change becasue the original code is still unavailable to the team), or just a total lack of judgment by releasing way to early..
"Thumb halfway". There's nothing wrong with the game, it's a great nostalgia platformer\/dual stick shooter. I've seen better
graphics, the gameplay is good and the control tight. Still, if you didn't play with a snes or sega genesis I don't think you'll like
this game.
PRO

 Good oldschool gameplay.

 Tight, responsive control.

 Somewhat challenging but not unforgiving.
CONS

 Graphics are nice and old school, but I've seen better graphics in other 16bit nostalgia games.

 Instead of intermissions you get text walls, white text on blue background reminiscent of windows "blue screen
of death".

 Not a very involving story (lack of proper intermissions don't help).

 I get the feeling that ASTRO PORT just spams nostalgia anime mecha shooters, with out being careful in
polishing those titles.

 Two (that's right, 2) different screen resolutions, 640x480 and 1024x768, and that's it.

 Mecha design is good, but not impressive. The comeback of the Saladin (GIGANTIC ARMY mecha) as a bad
guy is a nice touch, but if you are a fan of Gundam or Gunbuster or Evangelion you'll be left wanting more.

 I'm running the game in Ubuntu with XFCE, and I had no issues with going fullscreen (in spite of crappy
resolution), but windows players report issues with fullscreen and desktop configuration.
Bottom line: if you like anime mechas and nes\/snes\/sega genesis games, you'll prob. enjoy this. If you are less
that 30, you can probably find some other game you'll like better for the same price.. Well... It's a game with
motion blur, and i guess it good for noobs?. Underrated af... still needs some fixes though.. Supporting the
developer! 10\/10. :)
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